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Awaken sexual energy for radiant love and empowerment, healing of emotional trauma and chronic conditions, and
celebration of each stage of a woman’s life • Reveals how to channel sexual energy to experience the 3 kinds of female
orgasm, clear trauma, and heal issues related to PMS, menopause, and libido • Details how to perform breast selfmassage, jade egg yoga, yoni articulation, and Universal Healing Tao work such as the Inner Smile and Ovarian
Breathing • Includes solo and partner practices for conscious energy exchange, intimacy building, unconditional love,
and activating your multi-orgasmic potential Through the Taoist tantric arts, women can experience the full flowering of
their sexual energy. Rooted in Chinese energy medicine, Universal Healing Tao practices, and ancient Taoist traditions
from the Yellow Emperor and his three female advisors, these practices honor and celebrate each stage of a woman’s
life and allow women to awaken their genuine feminine sexuality--receptive, soft, sensitive, intuitive, and creative--rather
than the masculine approach that focuses on strength, endurance, and control. In this comprehensive guide to Taoist
tantric arts for women, author Minke de Vos reveals how to channel natural sexual energy to evolve the Divine within and
heal deep-rooted negative emotions and traumas related to sexuality. She explores techniques from the Universal
Healing Tao system, such as the Inner Smile and Ovarian Breathing, to cleanse the uterus of negative emotions and fill
your creative center with compassionate vibrations. She offers sexual energy practices to prevent chronic conditions like
cancer, depression, and osteoporosis and heal issues related to PMS, menopause, and libido. She explains how to
experience the three different kinds of female orgasm and provides detailed, illustrated instructions for exercises such as
breast self-massage for emotional transformation and jade-egg yoni yoga to strengthen the pelvic floor and stimulate
inner flexing and articulation. She offers evocative meditations to connect with the Goddess within and embrace the
innate sexiness at each stage of life. Including solo and partner practices for conscious energy exchange and intimacy
building, Minke de Vos’s detailed guide to cultivating female sexual energy allows you to ease the passage through the
menstrual cycle, pregnancy, and menopause; harmonize your relationships; and merge your inner male and female
energies into wholeness.
Explains how to use your Taoist astrology birth chart as a personal nutritional guide for health, longevity, and organ
energy balance • Explores how to help balance your birth chi through your eating habits as well as explaining how foods
address your five-element energetic profile • Provides detailed food lists based on ancient Taoist wisdom that reveal their
effect on the Yin, Yang, and five-element energies • Shows how your five-element energies outline your life and influence
success in relationships and at work We are each born with a unique combination of heavenly and earthly energies
defined by the five elements and dictated by the universe at the moment you take your first breath. This “birth chi” can
be calculated using the year, month, day, and time of your birth, and it reveals your personal profile of health and
emotional strengths and weaknesses as well as the energy cycles you will encounter throughout your life. In this Inner
Alchemy astrology nutrition guide, Master Mantak Chia and Christine Harkness-Giles explore how to strengthen your
birth chi through your eating habits, revealing which foods will address imbalances in your five-element organ energy
profile. The authors explain which organs are connected with each element--fire, earth, metal, water, and wood--and
provide detailed food lists based on ancient Taoist wisdom that reveal the energetic temperature, flavor, and organ
related to many common foods and superfoods. They emphasize the importance of local, seasonal, and fresh foods and
of yin-yang balance for health. The authors illustrate the five elements’ characteristics through sample profiles for
celebrities such as Paul McCartney and Meryl Streep, along with Taoist nutritional recommendations based on their
charts. The authors also explore how your Inner Alchemy astrology profile determines your life and relationships and
explain how Inner Alchemy practices and five-element nutrition can improve all aspects of your life. By eating in line with
your personal five-element energetic profile, as part of ancient Inner Alchemy techniques, you can improve health and
longevity and strengthen connections with your loved ones and the energies of the cosmos.
At last, simple physical and psychological techniques that allow men to fulfill their dreams and women's fantasies. Learn
to Separate Orgasm and Ejaculation! Enjoy Increased Vitality and Longevity! Become Multi-Orgasmic Now!
From #1 New York Times bestselling authors Preston & Child, an all-new short story featuring Agent Pendergast,
available only as an ebook and audio download. In New Orleans' French Quarter, the Tooth Fairy isn't a benevolent
sprite who slips money under your pillow at night....he's a mysterious old recluse who must be appeased with teeth--lest
he extract retribution. When young Diogenes Pendergast loses a tooth, however, his skeptical older brother Aloysius is
determined to put the legend to the test...with dire consequences. *Includes a special preview chapter of Preston &
Child's new full-length novel TWO GRAVES, available December 11, 2012.
The guide to engaging and directing the three primordial forces of Earth, Heaven, and Higher Self to achieve
enlightenment and immortality • Explains how to circulate the life force, or chi, by balancing yang (male) and yin (female)
currents of bioenergy • Includes an overview of the complete Taoist body/mind/spirit system along with newly refined
methods of activating the life force • The sequel to the classic Awaken Healing Energy Through the Tao In 1983, Mantak
Chia introduced the “Microcosmic Orbit” to the West. Prior to that time, most of the Eastern energy practices transmitted
to the West were incomplete, dealing only with the ascending yang/masculine channel, which shoots life-force energy up
the spine. The Microcosmic Orbit showed practitioners how to establish the descending yin/feminine channel of the lifeforce energy loop. Within Taoist systems, cultivating feminine energy has always been seen as the key to gaining
balance and wholeness. Healing Light of the Tao presents the more advanced methods of chi cultivation in the
Microcosmic Orbit, offering a full understanding of Taoist spiritual theory through its comprehensive overview of the
complete Taoist body/mind/spirit system. The book also includes more advanced meditation methods for absorbing the
higher frequencies of Earth Force, Cosmic Force, and Universal Force (Heavenly chi) into the basic orbit. It establishes a
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spiritual science that not only emphasizes practical benefits to health, sexual vitality, and emotional balance, but also
shows how changes made in the energy body can lead to physical rejuvenation that the Taoists called immortality.
Explores the deep, internal work necessary for the effective practice of tai chi • Reveals the Taoist principles that gave
birth to the Yang-style tai chi forms • Shows how tai chi can circulate powerful healing energies through the body Taoist
adepts developed tai chi as both a martial art and a way to cultivate their physical body, energy body, and spirit body.
Like all Taoist exercises, its main purpose is to form a connection to the basic energy that is the foundation of all life: chi.
Until the beginning of the twentieth century, tai chi was considered a secret practice that was passed down only within a
closely knit structure of family and loyal disciples. Despite its widespread growth in popularity as a martial art and health
exercise, many of its underlying internal practices remain unknown. The Inner Structure of Tai Chi explores the deep,
internal work necessary for the effective practice of tai chi. Designed for practitioners at every level, the book contains
step-by-step illustrated instructions for mastering the 13 forms of early Yang-style tai chi, also known as Tai Chi Chi
Kung. The authors demonstrate the relationship of the inner structure of tai chi to the absorption, transformation, and
circulation of the three forces that animate all life--the Universal force, the Cosmic force, and the Earth force--revealing
the principles and practices necessary to receive the full spectrum of physical, psychological, and spiritual benefits that
tai chi can bring.
"Unique, safe, practical and immediately effective, Internal Exercises energise the entire body, promote effective
functions of the internal organs, dissolve stress and tension, prevent health problems, heal, regenerate, and do much
more without strenuous exercises or equipment. This textbook of many universities contains healing exercises for over
30 common ailments."--Publisher description.
A guide to restoring men’s sexual health and function to maintain a flourishing sex life well into old age • Includes fully
illustrated instructions for exercises to clear energetic blockages of the male reproduction organs, restore function,
reduce prostate enlargement, and prevent prostate gland cancer • Presents a routine of exercises to be practiced daily
as well as guidance on supporting your practice with nutritional and herbal supplements • Explains how these techniques
can forestall the need for surgery in early stages of prostate disease Age need not be a death sentence for men’s sexual
health and vitality. Taoist Master Mantak Chia and William U. Wei explain how to use the energetic and physical practice
of Chi Kung to not only maintain a flourishing sex life well into old age but also reduce prostate enlargement and prevent
prostate gland cancer. With fully illustrated step-by-step instructions, the authors provide exercises and techniques to
open the energetic pathways connected to the male reproductive organs and clear the energy blockages that lead to
sexual dysfunction and illness. They explain how to perform sexual energy and prostate gland massages and detail
stretching exercises and the practice of chi weight lifting--attaching weights to the penis and scrotum to enhance sexual
vigor. They explain that while these techniques are primarily preventive, they can also act to regenerate and restore
function, forestalling the need for surgery in early stages of prostate disease. The authors present a routine of exercises
to be practiced daily as well as guidance on supporting your practice with nutritional and herbal supplements.
The bestselling authors of The Multi-Orgasmic Man show you and your partner how to: Experience intense multiple
whole-body orgasms Pleasure each other profoundly Use sexuality for health and healing Deepen your love and spiritual
relationship Couples will discover simple step-by-step techniques for a level of sexual pleasure, intimacy, and healing
they may not have known was possible. This fully illustrated guide will inspire couples to make love all night-and make
love last a lifetime.
Chi Nei Tsang is a Taoist visceral manipulation body-work and massage which emphasizes moving chi energy to the
abdominal organs. Developed by Taoist Master Mantak Chia as part of his Healing Tao System, it works on internal
dysfunctions and energy blocks using the breathing exercises of chi-kung, therapeutic manipulations, and meditation.
Students learn how to recycle negative energy, recognize personal patterns of tension, and use simple manipulations to
restore vitality to parts of the body.
A comprehensive guide to the core practices of the Universal Healing Tao System and the advanced esoteric practices of
Inner Alchemy • Explains each of the nine levels of Inner Alchemy and their more than 240 formulas • Explores the Four
Healing Arts for transformation of the emotional body, physical body, energy body, and spiritual body • Provides
simplified versions of core Universal Healing Tao practices to more easily integrate the system into your daily life •
Shows how these exercises were designed to increase longevity and ensure the survival of consciousness beyond death
Explaining the evolution and core of the Universal Healing Tao system, Master Mantak Chia and William U. Wei offer a
condensed approach to the Inner Alchemy practices taught to Master Chia by his first Taoist Master, Yi Eng, more than
60 years ago. Beginning with the basic principles called the Five Enlightenments, the authors explain each of the nine
levels of Inner Alchemy and their more than 240 formulas, including simplified versions of the Microcosmic Orbit, the
Inner Smile, Sexual Alchemy exercises for men and women, Fusion of the Five Elements practices, Kan and Li Alchemy,
the Sealing of the Five Senses, and Star and Galaxy Alchemy. They explore the Four Healing Arts that encompass the
nine levels of Inner Alchemy--Living Tao practices for transformation of your emotional body, Chi Nei Tsang practices for
transformation of the physical body, Cosmic Healing practices for transformation of the energy body, and Immortal Tao
practices for transformation of the spiritual body--all aimed toward the survival of consciousness in a self-aware vessel.
They also offer simplified versions of the other core practices, such as Iron Shirt Chi Kung, Bone Marrow Nei Kung, and
Wisdom Chi Kung, to help you easily integrate Inner Alchemy and Universal Healing Tao practices into your daily life.
Providing a primer not only on the foundational practices of the Universal Healing Tao System but also a condensed
guide to the esoteric practices of Inner Alchemy, Master Chia and William U. Wei show how these exercises were
designed to increase longevity, providing you with enough time to master the more advanced spiritual techniques and
ensure the survival of consciousness beyond death.
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With more than 40 years of personalized metaphysical research, Jasmuheen presents her FOUR BODY FITNESS
Program in this her 17th book. BLISS is described in the Oxford Dictionary as being: perfect joy or happiness;
blessedness; being in heaven. If the Recipes & Programs covered in this book are applied we can all experience
complete fulfillment and harmony on earth. This is neither New Age nor religious dreaming; BIOFIELD BLISS is the
outcome of holistic education based on RECIPE 2000> which incorporates the Four Body Fitness principles. FOUR
BODY FITNESS: Biofields & Bliss is a simple, pragmatic manual that is designed to bring us all into a state of both
personal and global paradise. To be achieved by using Biofield Science, this system deals with environmental field
control and can be applied with fast results. Accepting metaphysical principles and quantum mechanics, Biofield Science
is a bridge for all pathways on earth as it is the basic mathematics of achieving health and lasting happiness.
Advanced Taoist techniques for detoxifying and rejuvenating the internal organs through the release of negative chi •
Works with the navel center, where negative emotions, stress, and illness accumulate • Presents advanced techniques
to release negative energy from the body and reestablish a healthy flow of vital energy to internal tissues and organs
From the Taoist point of view, good health depends upon the free flow of chi--healthy life-force energy--throughout the
body. Taoists refer to healthy chi as good wind. When energy is trapped in the body it stagnates and becomes negative,
manifesting in the symptoms of physical or emotional illness. Taoists call this negative energy sick or evil wind. The
advanced Chi Nei Tsang practices focus on mastering these winds. They include techniques for developing sensitivity to
sick winds, releasing internal energy blockages, and chasing sick winds from the body to reestablish a healthy flow of
energy. Negative energies caused by stress, tension, and the effects of past illnesses tend to accumulate in the naval
center, so the advanced Chi Nei Tsang techniques use elbow pressure on specific reflex points around the navel to
release energy blockages associated with each internal organ. They also work with wind access points found near the
standard acupuncture points. These advanced practices build upon the organ detoxification and rejuvenation practices
introduced in Chi Nei Tsang, allowing the practitioner to work intensively at an energetic level toward the restoration of
optimum health and well-being.
A guide to strengthening and repairing the tendons to reverse the effects of aging • Shows how strengthening the
tendons can lead to more energy, healthier organs, and prevention of arthritis • Explains how to practice the postures
alone or with a partner • Includes the Mung Beans hitting practice, which repairs damaged tendons and joints; relieves
constipation, stomach cramps, and headaches; and aids in detoxification Healthy tendons are the foundation of true
strength in the body. Strong and supple tendons and open joints allow more space to store raw energy, which can then
be transformed into higher creative and spiritual energy. The eight postures of Tendon Nei Kung are specifically designed
to open the joints and fortify and grow all the tendons in the body, strengthening them as a unit. Like the practice of Iron
Shirt Chi Kung, Tendon Nei Kung cultivates the ability to move the earth force up from the ground, through the feet, and
into the body, in this case raising it to nourish the tendons. In Tendon Nei Kung, Mantak Chia explains how to perform the
eight postures individually as well as with a partner. He reveals how regular practice of Tendon Nei Kung can help
prevent and relieve arthritis by forcing poisoning acid out of the body to make room for healing chi energy. He provides
ten supplementary exercises to help heal damaged tendons and joints without strenuous movement and also includes
information on the Mung Beans hitting practice, an ancient practice that in addition to repairing damaged tendons and
joints also aids in detoxification and relieves constipation, stomach cramps, and headaches.
A groundbreaking book, Emotional Wisdom reveals powerful ancient tools for transforming our painful emotions into
happiness and health. So-called negative emotions are valuable messages that let us know we are out of balance. With
compassion and humor, Taoist authors Mantak Chia and Dena Saxer explain the messages that anger, depression, fear,
worry, and stress offer us. They present three easy-to-learn twenty-minute internal energy practices, with helpful
illustrations, to turn these imbalances into harmony and joy. They provide unusual nutritional advice for emotional healing
and a Taoist First Aid section with proven natural remedies for minor ailments such as insomnia, indigestion, headaches,
and overeating. Relevant quotes from the Tao Te Ching add inspiration to this practical, life-changing book.
Strengthen the qualities in your Taoist astrological chart with Inner Alchemy techniques and Universal Healing Tao
exercises • Describes how to interpret your Taoist astrology birth chart and discover the unique combination of Five
Elements underlying your personality, health, and destiny • Reveals how to strengthen your birth chi with Inner Alchemy
techniques and Universal Healing Tao exercises • Explains how to calculate your wealth phase, organ health, and luck
cycles Each of us is born with a unique combination of heavenly and earthly energies dictated by the stars overhead and
the season on Earth at the moment you take your first breath. Known in Taoist astrology as the Four Pillars of Destiny,
this “birth chi” can be calculated using the year, month, day, and time of your birth. Master Mantak Chia and astrologer
Christine Harkness-Giles reveal how to interpret your birth chi and strengthen weaknesses within your astrological
energies. They explain how each of us is ruled by one of the Five Elements--Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, and Water--in a
Yin or Yang state. For each Element and Yin or Yang combination, the authors describe personality traits, ideal career
paths, and emotional and health issues. They reveal how to discover your levels of success, wealth, and power; how
your astrological strengths will manifest; and how to understand your relationships with partners, friends, and family.
They also explain how to use your chart to calculate your organ health and annual luck cycles. The authors show how to
use Inner Alchemy techniques, such as color therapy and feng shui, and Universal Healing Tao exercises, such as the
Healing Sounds and Chi Kung, to harmonize and strengthen the inborn imbalances and weaknesses in your chart. This
hands-on method of astrology allows you to take control of your health and destiny by connecting your personal energy
with the energies of the cosmos.
Taoist techniques for replenishing our internal energy with universal cosmic energy • Shows how to transform excess
sexual energy (Ching Chi) into self-healing energy • Presents advanced Cosmic Healing Chi Kung practices, which
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gather the limitless resources of Cosmic Chi for healing • Explains how opening of the three tan tiens to the six directions
allows personal consciousness to connect directly to higher sources of energy Taoists consider our sexual energy to be
the creative force that we can use to regenerate the body’s internal energy, but we must learn how to harness excess
sexual energy and transform it into chi, or life-force energy. When we circulate the sexual energy in the Microcosmic
Orbit--a continuous energy loop that runs up the spine and down the front of the body--we transform it into self-healing
energy that can be stored in the organs and the three tan tiens: energy centers in the brain, the heart center, and the
lower abdomen. The Alchemy of Sexual Energy builds upon Microcosmic Orbit practices discussed in Healing Light of
the Tao. The more we open the flow of our internal energy the more capable we are of connecting to the cosmic energy
that exists outside ourselves in the universe. By learning to open the three tan tiens to the six directions, the Taoist
practitioner combines mind power with extension of chi to draw cosmic energy into the body. This energy, too, can be
stored in the three tan tiens and used as needed for healing. When we learn to flow in this way with the energy of the
Tao, life ceases to be a struggle.
A comprehensive reference guide to the foundational Taoist practices taught by Master Mantak Chia • Organized by
level and chi kung system for quick reference during practice or teaching • Includes 220 exercises from more than 20 of
Master Chia’s practice systems, including the Inner Smile, the Six Healing Sounds, the Microcosmic Orbit, Chi SelfMassage, Cosmic Detox, and Iron Shirt Chi Kung • Covers all of the basic exercises in the Universal Tao’s first 6 levels
of instruction Organized progressively by level and system for quick reference during practice or teaching, this illustrated
guide covers all of the foundational exercises in the Universal Healing Tao’s first 6 levels of instruction. Keyed to the
corresponding book for each complete practice, such as Healing Light of the Tao and Chi Self-Massage, this guide
includes 220 exercises from more than 20 of Master Mantak Chia’s practice systems, including the Inner Smile, the Six
Healing Sounds, the Microcosmic Orbit, Iron Shirt Chi Kung, Wisdom Chi Kung, Tao Yin, Chi Nei Tsang, Cosmic Detox,
Bone Marrow Nei Kung, Cosmic Healing, Tendon Nei Kung, and Karsai Nei Kung. Offering a comprehensive reference to
the beginning and intermediate practices of the Universal Healing Tao, this book allows you to build a regular Taoist
practice combining internal and external chi and sexual energy exercises from the full range of Master Chia’s teachings,
enabling you to purify, transform, regenerate, and transcend not only your own energy but the energy around you as well.
>In Pursuit of Excellence, Third Edition,> shows you how to develop the positive outlook that turns "ordinary" competitors
into winners... on the playing field and off. You'll learn how to focus your commitment, overcome obstacles to excellence,
and achieve greater personal and professional satisfaction.Author Terry Orlick, an internationally acclaimed sport
psychologist, has helped hundreds of Olympic athletes maximize their performances and achieve their goals. In this third
edition of >In Pursuit of Excellence>, Orlick presents his special insights and experiences to help you make the most of
your potential. He also identifies the Seven Essential Elements of Human Excellence and provides a step-by-step plan
for proceeding along your personal path to excellence.Whether you are an athlete, coach, or high achiever in another
walk of life, >In Pursuit of Excellence, Third Edition,> provides the expert advice and proven techniques to fulfill your
aspirations.
ented here make the process of linking sexual energy and transcendent states of consciousness accessible to the
reader.
A new edition of the bestseller • The first book to reveal in the West the Taoist techniques that enable women to cultivate
and enhance their sexual energy • Reveals Taoist secrets for shortening menstruation, reducing cramps, and
compressing more chi into the ovaries for greater sexual power • Teaches the practice of total body orgasm For
thousands of years the sexual principles and techniques presented here were taught by Taoist masters in secret only to a
small number of people (sworn to silence), in the royal courts and esoteric circles of China. This is the first book to make
this ancient knowledge available to the West. The foundation of healing love is the cultivation, transformation, and
circulation of sexual energy, known as jing. Jing energy is creative, generative energy that is vital for the development of
chi (vital life-force energy) and shen (spiritual energy), which enables higher practices of spiritual development. Jing is
produced in the sexual organs, and it is energy women lose continually through menstruation and child bearing. Mantak
Chia teaches powerful techniques developed by Taoist masters for the conservation of jing and how it is used to
revitalize women's physical, mental, and spiritual well-being. Among the many benefits conferred by these practices are a
reduction in the discomfort caused by menstruation and the ability to attain full-body orgasm.
"Maan has three mothers: the one who gave birth to her in wartime, the nun who plucks her from a vegetable garden, and her
beloved Maman, who becomes a spy to survive. Seeking security for her grown daughter, Maman finds Maan a husband: a lonely
Vietnamese restaurateur who lives in Montreal"--Page 4 of cover.
Les méthodes présentées ici sont basées sur les informations du précédent livre de Maître Chia : Chi Nei Tsang I : Massage Chi
des Organes Internes ; les émotions et les vents accumulés dans la région abdominale et du nombril. Comment chasser ces "
Vents " négatifs et les " balayer " pour rétablir une circulation saine de l'énergie vitale ? En comprenant l'origine des " Vents " et les
problèmes qui en découlent dans le corps, la santé peut être recouvrée. Ce rétablissement de l'équilibre et de la circulation peut
se faire en utilisant les techniques du Chi Nei Tsang II d'une manière appropriée pour chasser et libérer les Vents prisonniers. Chi
Nei Tsang II est un art qui s'est développé durant une ère où il y avait très peu de physiciens et où l'auto-guérison était une
manière de vivre. Le Chi Nei Tsang II guide plus profondément dans la cage thoracique, l'abdomen et le centre du nombril en
enseignant la façon d'utiliser les techniques du coude et des articulations. Dans le centre abdominal ombilical, s'accumulent les
émotions, le stress, les tensions, les maladies. Lorsque cela arrive, toutes les fonctions vitales stagnent. La pratique des
techniques du Chi Nei Tsang II, à l'intérieur et autour de la zone ombilicale, est la méthode de guérison la plus rapide qui produit
les résultats les plus durables. De nombreuses techniques associées à d'autres méthodes ne travaillent que sur les extrémités du
corps, loin du nombril et des organes. Les techniques du Chi Nei Tsang II enseignées dans ce livre peuvent être appliquées sur le
centre abdominal où sont associées et emmagasinées les forces universelles, cosmiques et terrestres.
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Heute stirbt jeder vierte Erwachsene unnotiger Weise an einer der sieben lebensbedrohlichen Erkrankungen. Das mag daran
liegen, dass zu wenig ganzheitlich orientiertes Wissen propagiert wird oder auch daran, dass fur die Betreffenden einfach ihre
Stunde geschlagen hat. Und falls es fur sie an der Zeit ist, stellt sich die nachste Frage: Konnen sie dann mit Wurde sterben?
Sollte man es ihnen selbst uberlassen, ob sie das uralte Verfahren der Selbsteuthanasie kennen und einsetzen wollen, von dem
schon die Lamas in unterschiedlichsten Zeitaltern wussten? Was hat es mit dieser uralten Methode auf sich, und kann sie
missbraucht werden? Wie sollen wir wissen, bo wir einfach mit unserem eigenen Tod konfrontiert sind oder nur mit einer
vorubergehenden Herausforderung? Wie verhalt es sich mit Spontanheilungen und Heilern wie dem brasilianischen Joao de Dios?
Dans Chi Nei Tsang, Maître Mantak Chia et sa femme Maneewan continuent à transmettre au monde occidental l'ancienne
sagesse, éprouvée par le temps, du système de soins taoïste. Chi Nei Tsang offre une une approche nouvelle de la guérison,
l'explication détaillée des techniques d'autoguérison et des méthodes pour éviter les énergies négatives. Le "Chi Nei Tsang"
repose sur des milliers d'années d'expérience et enseigne comment prendre pleinement en charge santé et bien-être. F C'est au
centre du nombril qu'émotions négatives, angoisses, tensions eti maladies s'accumulent. Lorsque cela se produit, toutes les
fonctions vitales stagnent. La plupart des techniques propres aux autres systèmes n'agissent qu'aux extrémités du corps, à
distance du nombril et des organes, alors que les techniques du "Chi Nei Tsang" enseignées dans ce livre, peuvent être
appliquées au centre abdominal, là où se concentrent les forces de l'énergie universelle, de l'énergie cosmique et de l'énergie
terrestre.
Practical exercises to reach higher levels of orgasm, renew relationships, and discover the healing power of sex • Illustrates how
to identify and best please the nine male and female genital anatomy types--such as Coyote Man or Buffalo Woman • Provides
exercises for greater sexual pleasure and orgasmic intensity, including the Firebreath exercise for full-body orgasm • Explains how
to perform powerful healing sexual energetic work with the chakras and light body Based on ancient Mayan, Olmec, and Toltec
teachings passed down through the generations by the Twisted Hair Nagual Elders of the Sweet Medicine Sundance Path, the
practice of Quodoushka offers practical guidance on sex, intimacy, and relationships as well as how to reach higher levels of
orgasm and sexual ecstasy. Working with the healing power of sexual union and orgasm, this practice offers a path to repair
emotional wounds and sexual insecurities, revive monotonous relationships, and discover the sweet medicine of sex. Revealing
these once-secret teachings for the first time, initiated Quodoushka instructor Amara Charles explains the physical, energetic, and
sexual qualities of the nine male and female genital anatomy types--such as Coyote Man or Buffalo Woman--and how to identify
and best please each type as well as take pride in your own unique anatomy. Describing the nine variations of orgasmic
expression--from avalanche to forest fire--she provides exercises for greater sexual pleasure and increased orgasmic intensity,
including the Firebreath exercise, a method for reaching a full-body orgasm through breathwork. Covering role playing and sexual
energetic work with the chakras and the light body as well as ceremonies to bring the sacred back into your lovemaking, the
practice of Quodoushka reveals how we can--through pleasure--become more sensitive, creative lovers.
The Tao of Love and Sex is a revealing and vivid account of the ancient Chinese sexual teachings and techniques banned by the
invading Mongols in the 13th century. The book describes, through text and contemporary illustrations, the ways in which Taoist
teachings about sexual love can be used as a means to achieving ecstasy and as a therapeutic and healing force.The modern
Western reader can here discover the ancient Eastern methods of ejaculation control, types of thrust, love-making positions, erotic
kissing, the conquest of impotence and about sex and longevity.Frank and explicit, yet inseparable from the Taoist spiritual
tradition, The Tao of Love and Sex will enrich the variety, subtlety and sheer sexual pleasure of all who read it.
An extensive manual filled with powerful life transforming meditations which also details the Ancient Taoist Masters techniques for
Immortality plus Futuristic Science tools of Inter-Dimensional Matrix Mechanics for Jasmuheen's Freedom from Human Limitation
Agenda. This research covers freedom from the need to age or create dis-ease; freedom from the need to take food or liquid as
we learn how to create a self sustaining bio-system; freedom to express our Divine nature and all its gifts and glories ... plus tested
methods for determining our personal readiness levels for these freedoms!
Advanced techniques for utilizing the universal healing connections revealed by Taoist astrology and astronomy • Provides
meditations and healing techniques based on Taoist astrology • Allows readers to develop a personal practice based on an
understanding of their planetary strengths and weaknesses • Includes Taoist star practices for expanding personal awareness into
a cosmic field of chi that will support others in their efforts to heal and grow spiritually Taoist Astral Healing provides a step-by-step
program for refining our ability to cultivate, circulate, and retain chi from the stars and planets. While the initial focus of Taoism
centers on creating physical health that is deeply rooted in the energies provided by the earth, individuals may also draw down
energies from the stars and planets to continue to grow in awareness and to develop their full soul potential. Harnessing these
energies allows us to break through the cycles of attraction and addiction, promote longevity, and transform the physical and
energy body into a “light body” in order to heal ourselves and others. Taoist Astral Healing teaches how to connect the body with
the five elemental forces of nature, as well as the moon, sun, planets, stars, and galaxies. Noting the relationships between
specific constellations and points on the body--such as the Big Dipper’s correspondence to the bones of the skull--the authors
offer planetary and stellar meditations that allow the inner and outer universes to become more connected. Following the
numerous meditations and techniques provided throughout the book, readers develop a personal practice based on an
understanding of their planetary strengths and weaknesses and their own spiritual growth.
An illustrated guide to releasing emotional and physical blockages in the pelvic area through massage • Presents step-by-step
instructions for sexual organ massages for women and men • Explains techniques to release knots, unravel nerve and lymphatic
tangles, dissolve toxins and sediments, and increase blood flow • Effective for impotency, frequent and difficult urination, painful
menstruation, ovarian cysts, menopause symptoms, painful intercourse, and low libido as well as back pain, sciatica, and hormone
imbalance Our sexual organs play a major role in our physical and emotional health. Many emotional traumas and stresses are
stored in the pelvic region in the form of tension in the muscles, ligaments, and tendons and imbalances in the meridians and
organs, resulting in an accumulation of toxins and energetic knots and tangles. Freeing the jing chi of the sexual organs--a
powerful source of healing energy--Karsai Nei Tsang helps to resolve physical and emotional blockages in the pelvic area through
massage, meridian clearing, and detoxification. Illustrating complete sexual organ massages for women and for men, this book
guides you through the techniques of Karsai Nei Tsang--including necessary detox preparations and the underlying Chi Nei Tsang
principles--and shows you how to release knots and tight muscles (including the hip, buttock, and thigh muscles), unravel nerve
and lymphatic tangles, dissolve toxins and sediments, and increase blood flow to the pelvic area. Addressing common problems
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associated with our sexual organs, this practice can be used to treat impotency, frequent and difficult urination, painful
menstruation, ovarian cysts, menopause symptoms, painful intercourse, and low libido. It is also effective in alleviating back pain
and sciatica, improving the body’s alignment, strengthening the pelvic floor, balancing the hormones, and increasing general
vitality.
From the first day, school had always been torture for Gregory, but his expulsion from school in sixth grade allows him to find his
own path and deal with his parents' fights and his beloved grandfather's illness.
Taoist Esoteric Yoga is an ancient, powerful system of physical, psychological and spiritual development encompassing meditative
and internal energy practices. This unique and comprehensive book reveals the Taoist secret of circulating Chi, the generative life
force, through the acupuncture meridians of the body. This comprehensive list includes: Opening the Energy Channels; Proper
Wiring of the Etheric Body; Acupuncture and the Microcosmic Orbit; Taoist Yoga and Kundalini; How to Prevent Side Effects; MD's
Observations on the Microcosmic Orbit. Written in clear, easy-to-understand language and illustrated with many detailed diagrams
that aid the development of a powerful energetic flow, for psychological and spiritual health and balance.
The Food of Gods is Jasmuheen’s 18th book on metaphysical matters and her third book in the Divine Nutrition series. It is not
necessary to have read the previous books on this subject which cover her personal journey and the solution for world health and
world hunger issues as “The Foods of Gods” takes the pranic nourishment discussion to another level and offers simple yet
powerful tools to satiate all of our hungers. Jasmuheen writes: The most important difference with our focus with Divine Nutrition is
that It has the ability to feed us on all levels and that we can still benefit from increasing Its flow through our bio-system even if we
continue to choose to enjoy eating. Allowing this Divinely Nutritional stream to be increased in our system means that we can be
fed emotionally, mentally and spiritually and as such the techniques and guidelines shared in this book, will benefit us all by freeing
us from our current personal and global emotional, mental and spiritual states of anorexia.
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